CONSCIOUSNESS

Latin con ‘with’ + scio ‘knowledge’ + ness ‘action, quality, state’
from PIE *skei/y- ‘to cut, split, dissect’
- of being with knowledge, to see the variability, multiplicity and diversity
(what is and is not another, identity) of the universe, reality and existence.

Conscience - moral conscience, knowledge-together of behavior
Latin con ‘with, together’ + scio ‘knowledge’
conscientia - knowledge-with, shared knowledge
Latin conscience = Greek syneidesis, literally “with-knowledge”

Con-sci-ous and con-sci-ence are the same etymologically. Conscience is
directly linked with syneidesis, both relating to morality. Knowledge to-
gether is moral knowledge about living right, the basis for realer life.
CONSCIOUSNESS

Patterns of the past and present are recognized as knowledge. There are patterns in the world and within consciousness. Meaning, value and purpose is attributed to the patterns seen.

Interaction in social living has patterns of behavior. There is a repetition of results and consequences to actions. We judge and learn from our past actions, using that knowledge to guard and watch over our future actions to not repeat the same mistakes. This is how to perceive, conceive, understand and navigate reality with other consciousness beings, learning morality. “Science” is repeatability to demonstrate knowledge. Sci-ence, con-sci-ence, con-sci-ousness. Patterns of repeatability can be recognized and demonstrated, especially those related to interaction with others, which is morality.

This is the true vision from within consciousness that leads to the wisdom of right-action. The ability to see reality correctly is higher consciousness.
Consciousness

The vision of past knowledge we judge, is syneidesis (memory), and the vision of the future using that knowledge to watch and guard against mistakes, is synderesis (guide). These are both “conscience” from consciousness. Conscience and conscious etymologically mean with-knowledge or knowledge-together. The knowledge of living together is morality. This is how higher order consciousnesses survive optimally, through knowledge of cooperative behavior and living. Behavioral analysis is recognition of patterns of behavior.

The correspondence of social interaction gives us feedback for guiding our future actions. Morality is not some external “force”, it is determined objectively, from reality/existence, as our optimal interaction in existence.

The external light of existence upon our external senses provides evidence for how we are living and interacting, allowing us to learn through the internal light of consciousness and not repeat mistakes.
PATTERN RECOGNITION: REPEATABILITY
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Causality, Cycle, Loop, Feedback, Recursive Symbolism

Output feeds Input
Oroborous
Infinity

Output feedback as input to be processed again as output for more input.
Generator feeds generation, generated feeds generator to feed more generation.

cause > effect generates affect
cause = affect from effect
cause > effect generates affect
cause = affect from effect

The causal force is an effect that potentially affects another, as input stimulus, as a causal force, to then generate another causal force as a response.

Cycle, loops, iterations allow smaller & easier representation than new representations each time. All time references from the second to the year is a loop, cycle, etc. Inventing a new name for each day, or each second being of different length is not useful.

Math and numbers are part of the base programming of nature. Abstract numbers are infinitely precise, with infinite information, ex: pi, phi. Physical measurements are finite. A computer program, reality and nature have limited precision of numbers for measurement. The ideal infinite numbers can only be measured to a limited degree of precision.

Free will is not required to develop growth and symmetry, phi ratio, pi, etc., it is biological programming. Free will expresses thought, emotion and action through the beings capable of doing so at varying degrees, as animals are.
Logic, Ratio, Proportions

Ratios and proportions are patterns formed between things in reality/existence. If we process our perceptions in parallel to reality/existence, then we can create art/artificial things in reality/existence, through our arms (artifices), that are in harmony with the existing ratios, proportions and patterns that function. Processing and outputting into reality/existence with the correct ratios and proportions is to create in harmony with the existing patterns, structures and laws of reality/existence.

The most basic ratio and proportion is 1:1, the Prime Ratio. 1:1 is 1/1 which is 1 itself. This ratio represents dual parts in reciprocal action making up a whole, as a system of functionality, such as cause and effect.

• http://evolveconsciousness.org/analogy-balance-and-in-between/
• http://evolveconsciousness.org/words-reality-and-proportions/
Logic and Knowledge

Knowledge is something cut, divided and separated for it to be known as it is, apart, split and dissected, compared and contrast to something else. To understand what is now cut, requires collecting the pieces to assimilate them in a non-contradictory manner. Logic is from the PIE root *leg- meaning to collect. Patterns are detected by comparing data collected about reality. Logic is required for greater vision, awareness and pattern recognition of reality.

Conscience and consciousness can develop towards the apotheosis of higher transcendental consciousness and the Eye of Providence vision of reality. Knowledge and vision of the past provides a guide and foresight to improve the future. This is the power to transcend the biological, environmental and social conditioning/programming.
Patterns are a repetition, they demonstrate a form of persistence, which can become recognized as knowledge. Persistence and repetition is the methodology behind “science”. An apple persists. Persistence indicates existence.

“Does that momentary thing exist, or was it something I only thought I saw?”

The methodology of science tests the repeated existence of things, even if they only appear for the duration of the method that tests for them. Repeating the method will persistently produce the existence of an aspect of reality. Matter also persists, like a repetition, that is constant, but without any observable nonpersistence.
**Repl**ication, **P**ersistence, **L**ife

All biological constructs engage in replication and renewal for persistence and survival of their being, compared to simple elemental components that are simply elements in themselves and not producing the emergence of bio-life. Higher order complexity brings higher order functionality, such as consciousness, the higher form of Life. Our bio-construct / being, allows us to see proportions and ratios, between one thing and another, both external and internal comparisons.

Persistence of being is a repeatability of being. Repeatability is a ratio/proportion between what something is now, compared to what it was before (present/past). What exists, is repeatable, seen as the persistence of a state through time. It is knowledge of what exists, because it is repeatable to show that it exists.
TRUTH

- PIE *deru-
- solid, firm, hard, accurate, real, upright, “rock solid”, foundation
- true, druid, endure, durable
- French ‘dure’ means hard

Truth is a symbol concept to represent what is existent, as opposed to unreal non-existent imaginations. Truth doesn’t exist in itself.

The objective universe, with all that it contains, anything that is, is real existence, even if we can’t interact with it. But, to actually know something as a truth requires it to have been demonstrated as such. If you cannot re-demonstrate it to others, then they can only believe what was demonstrated to you. Imagery in consciousness does not equate to existence in reality. If you can’t verify what someone says about reality, then you believe them, you have trust, loyalty and faith in that belief being true.
TRUTH - VERIFIABLE VERACITY

Truth is “solid”, as in real, demonstrable, and not simply belief you imagine in the inner-light constructs of your consciousness.

Truth is verifiable. There is veracity behind a truth, because it is verifiable. Latin veritas is truth; verus is true. Veracity, verifiable. If something cannot be verified, repeated, persisted through a methodology, then it cannot be confirmed through verification to exist, although it may have been true, happened or existed, such as an event.

Acceptance of an alleged truth this way, will be a belief, and not a real “solid” truth. This is a major distinction that people are failing to make, that of a real truth, and that of a belief in a truth pervaded as “truth”. Many beliefs pervade as truth because of uncritical thinking.

More info: http://evolveconsciousness.org/reality-processing/
TRUTH, the Concept

A truth is a particular aspect of reality that exists. "Truth" itself, is a construct to represent everything in existence. "The Truth" does not exist in itself, it is a conceptual construct. Things that exist express “the truth”, as the concept, through being extant, and exist as “a truth”.

The same is so for government or morality. These symbols have meaning to reference certain aspects of reality. Government exists as a way of life we choose to accept to live by. Morality exists as an expression of behavioral beings capable of understanding and engaging in moral or immoral actions. We are the expressions giving existence to government and morality.

The concept of truth is from consciousness, and particular or universal truths in reality are determined from consciousness, even though they exist.

More info: http://evolveconsciousness.org/reality-processing/
**Truths**

**The Truth**
"itself"

**A Truth**
- blue/red/yellow shirt, 1+1=2, murder is wrong

**Universal Truth**
- concept of Truth itself as an absolute
- everything that was, is, will be

**Particular Truths**
- In Reality

**Actual**
Past + Present

**Potential**
Future

**True Way**
living, morals

Truth Level 1

Truth Level 2
Truth

Want truth?
How? Knowledge is required to determine truth. Knowledge needs to be compared and corresponded across reality, with Logic.

Knowledge

Want knowledge?

Existence/Reality

Examples, demonstrations and replication of existents.

Some people correspond/correlate, not on comparative evidence, but accepted on imagined correlations in their consciousness, not reality. This is a false analogy/correspondence conclusion.
**SOLUTE**: from Latin solutus “free, unfettered”, past participle of solvere “to release”. Being in solution; dissolved, loosened.

**SOLVENT**: "substance able to dissolve other substances," from Latin solventem, present participle of solvere. PIE root *leu- "to loosen, divide, cut apart, untie, separate"

**SUBSTANCE 1**
Something to be dissolved.

**SUBSTANCE 2**
Active agent that does the dissolving.

**SOLUTION**
Substance1 is dissolved in the solvent, substance2, to produce the solution. Substance1 is now the solute in solution.
SOLUTE, ABSOLUTE

A solute, is “freed” from being an unpure, corrupted, low quality substance. Then absolute, is “freed” from being bound in solution as a solute with a solvent, and the mixed impurities, to being a substance alone again, “purer”, more refined, of greater quality than before.
**Absolute**

**INDEPENDENT**
- free from any conditions, limitations, and relations; complete in itself, fixed

**UNCONDITIONAL**
- unrestricted; complete, perfect; not relative to something else;

**UNCHANGING**
- viewed apart from modifying influences or without comparison with other objects; loosed from any other being or comparison, freed

**Relative**

**DEPENDENT**
- connected to or depending on something else; comparative; capable to be changed

**CONDITIONAL**
- having reference or relation, *re-ferre* "to carry back/bring back, ascribe"

**CHANGING**
- "back, again" + *latus*: “carry, bear”

**ab**: "off, away from," cognate with Greek apo "away from, from,"

**solutus**: “dissolved, loosened, released”, past participle of *solvere* “to release, dissolve”.

Away from dissolved, not dissolved, not mixed as a solute in solution with a solvent; formed, unadulterated as “pure” absolute substance.

Alchemy: refine in purity to “absolute”.

**re-**: "back, again" + *latus*: “carry, bear”

“To carry back” requires something and somewhere to carry it to. Relative changes. Absolute goes nowhere, nothing happens. Being/absolute in reality is a static, fixed, frozen snapshot in time.
**Duality**

- from *dualis, dual, duo*, two
- twofold, dichotomy, quality of being two, two parts, acting as a counterpart.

- A classification into two subclasses or opposed parts.

Duality is a part of polarity. Duality can be two things, and not opposed as a polarity. Polarity is two things, opposite. Viewed as a pole itself as the medium, the poles are opposed but part of the same medium. South/North, one magnetic field, but the two poles divided.

---

**Polarity**

from *polar* “pertaining to poles”

- *polus* "an end of an axis"
- PIE *kwol-* "turn round," *kwel-* "wheel; turn, roll around"

- One pole, two polar opposite ends.

A pole is something, of which there are two opposite ends. Some polar or dual aspects we discern can unite, while others don’t. Naturally, two polar opposites are united as being part of one dialectic.
Masses are blind, ignorant, fools, creating Hell on Earth

Above - “High in the sky”
Higher Consciousness

“God” - Good Generator
“Ruler of Sky/Heaven”

Earth - Ground
“Hell”, “Underworld”
Perdition, Tartarus
Isfet, Eris, Left-Hand, Chaos
“Dead, Death, Dark, Blind”

Below - “Low to the ground”
Lower Consciousness

“Devil” - Evil Generator
“Ruler of Earth/Hell”

Air - Sky
“Heaven”, “Afterlife”
Salvation, Elysium
Maat, Isis, Right-Hand, Order
“Alive, Life, Light, Sight/Vision”

Masses are blind, ignorant, fools, creating Hell on Earth.
Air, “Heaven”, “Afterlife”, Salvation, Elysium
Maat, Isis, Right-Hand, Order
“Alive, Life, Light, Sight/Vision”
Higher Consciousness
“Spiritual” Higher Self, True Self
Service to Truth and Morality
Evolved, Transformed, “of the Spirit”

Earth, “Hell”, “Underworld”, Perdition, Tartarus
Isfet, Eris, Left-Hand, Chaos
“Dead, Death, Dark, Blind”
Lower Consciousness
Physical Lower Self, False Self
Service to Self, Pleasure, Comfort
Carnal, Beastly, “of the Flesh”
Internal Consciousness (Thought, Emotion) 
“Spirit”, Mental, Idea, Ideal, Infinite 
Abstraction - Imagination - Subjective

External Consciousness (Action) 
Matter, Physical, Actual, Finite 
Grounding - Reality - Objective

Primacy of Existence to Evolve Consciousness

Deeper Roots in Reality = Deeper Growth in Consciousness

Stronger Foundation in Reality Allows for More Accurate Abstractions in Consciousness
**CONSCIOUSNESS (Metaphysics)**
“HIGHER ORDER”, MENTAL, “SPIRIT”, POTENTIAL IDEAL: WHAT CAN BE GENERATED
SUBJECTIVE MULTIVERSE, IMAGINATION

**INTERNAL MANIFESTATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS**

**Internal “Causal” Realm**
generates into, and affects
**External Realm of “Effects”**

**Actual**

**“Matter”**

**Ideal**

**“Mind”**

**EXTERNAL MANIFESTATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS**

**E X I S T E N C E (Physics)**
“LOWER ORDER”, PHYSICAL, MATTER, ACTUAL REAL: WHAT IS GENERATED
OBJECTIVE UNIVERSE, REALITY

**INTERNAL MANIFESTATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS**

**Thought**

**Emotion**

**Action**

**EXISTENCE (Physics)**

**EXTERNAL MANIFESTATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS**
**TRUTH**

2 types

Potential for the creation in the inner light of consciousness to become created as an outer light in existence.

---

**TRUTH LEVEL 1, DERIVED FROM:**

Existence = Outer Universe = “lower”, “matter”

1. **Primacy of Existence, within it is the Power of Consciousness**

2. **TRUTH LEVEL 2, DERIVED FROM:**

Consciousness = Inner You = “higher”, “spirit”

T2 potential is envisioned from

T2 exists within T1, consciousness exists within existence

T2 actualized into T1, from consciousness into existence

Power of Consciousness

---

2 types

Potential for the creation in the inner light of consciousness to become created as an outer light in existence.
TRUTH LEVEL 1 - ‘IS’ OF ACTUALITY (MANIFESTED)
• what is, reality as the current condition
• from objective existence (physical & metaphysical)

TRUTH LEVEL 2 - ‘OUGHT’ OF POTENTIALITY (UNMANIFESTED)
Possible to exist
• what should be, “absolute” ideal compared to “relative” changing reality: “True, Right, Good...”
• from subjective imagination, “unconscious”, “spirit”

Everything that exists (known & unknown)

Known to exist

TERRITORY OF REALITY

MAP OF REALITY/TERRITORY

FROM T1 ASPIRE TOWARDS T2

Inspire T1 with T2

Doesn’t exist yet - from the consciousness imagination factory powered by an abstraction engine. What is potentially generated is based on what is already generated. Ability to create into the future, from consciousness into existence.
KNOWLEDGE LEVEL 1
BARE KNOWLEDGE FROM REALITY
PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE NATURAL SCIENCES

KNOWLEDGE LEVEL 2
DEEPER KNOWLEDGE FROM CONSCIOUSNESS
METAPHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE

EXTERNAL SENSES
LIGHT IN REALITY
INPUT

INTERNAL SENSES
LIGHT IN CONSCIOUSNESS
LOGICALLY PROCESSING THE KNOWLEDGE INPUT

Observe & record
(abstract, imagine & invent
(create, generate, manifest)

UNDERSTANDING
WISDOM LEVEL 1

WISDOM LEVEL 2

SYNEIDESIS: WITH KNOWLEDGE LEARNING FROM THE PAST LEADS TO BEING WISE IN ACTION

SYNDERESIS: WATCH OVER WITH GUIDE TO FUTURE WISDOM OF RIGHT-ACTION
Many things are relative in comparison to polarities. Ex: Evil vs. Good, relative variability within spectrum. One thing is absolute for that thing being looked at within polarity. Ex: 1 thing has aspect of ‘is’ or ‘is not’ in the spectrum.

Level 1: Relative to each other
- Many things are relative to each other
- Many actions are relative to each other, and vary in relativity to the absolutes
- A > B > C

Level 2: Absolute position
- One thing is absolute for itself, regardless of other actions
- Ex: X action is right or wrong itself, regardless of other actions

Absolute current condition
- is
- Relative

Relative for Many
- Many things
- Relative Degrees on Scale
- X Absolute

Wave to Particle Collapse Many into One
Existence - Reality (with or without consciousness)

Real Actual - Absolute
Relative Changes over Time
(absolutely what ‘is’ now, could have ‘been’ different before, relative diversity of existents)

Consciousness - Imagination

Ideal Potential - Relative
Absolute Aspiration in Mind
(potential future that is relative to the absolutes in existence now)
Lies are truly spoken, but are not true. Falsity is truly lived (F1, T1), but is not a true way to live (T2). Universally (absolutely) true or false when created in relative time to make it (relatively) more or less true or false than what was before. Generating in the “real, genuine, authentic”, as the good and true vs. the “unreal, disingenuous, inauthentic” contrary to the good. The future potential cannot be generated without first the generated, as there needs a base to compare to derive a greater potential.
REALITY LEVEL 1 - OBJECTIVE ‘IS’ OF ACTUALITY (ABSOLUTE)

- what is, reality as current condition - pre/post human
- objective existence (physical & metaphysical)

REALITY LEVEL 2 - SUBJECTIVE PERCEPTION OF REALITY (RELATIVE)

Consciousness

This includes unreality perceived to be real. No one occupies the same space & time to gain the exact same knowledge of reality. Changing angles/viewpoints/perspectives in reality allows for more data input of reality. Deceptions & delusions can occur from false understanding.

You have your knowledge, someone else theirs, and there is an overlap of common knowledge from living in the common objective reality, not each in our own subjective reality. We don’t all see 100% the same things at the same time in existence, causing some confusion on objective reality/truth.
Different degrees of accurately understanding X. Single angle range (among the total 360 degrees) is less information than looking at X from additional vantage points.
**Perception** = **Parallel Processing**

**Ideal 1:1 Ratio**

**Reality**

- **Perception** = **T1 = +T2**
  - more accurate inner light/vision of consciousness to generate a better T2 potential

- **Perceptions != T1 = -T2**
  - less perception of T2 potential to create, probably more F2 potential being used

- **Perception** ≠ **Not Parallel, Misaligned**
  - less accurate inner light/vision of consciousness to generate better T2 potential
TRUTH LEVEL 2 (T2) IDEAL PATH POTENTIAL
ABSOLUTE FUTURE ASPIRATION (UNTIL REALIZED), RELATIVE TO NOW

TRUTH LEVEL 2
RIGHT, GOOD & TRUE
IDEALIZED, IDEAL, IDEA

An absolute potential at a given time relative to what is not manifested as a potential now.

Always more to discover as a potential. When a potential is recognized or actualized, new vision emerges, new possibilities, emergent phenomena or properties.

We can easily waver from the path and way of the potential ideal good we know that can be, but can always choose to return to the one absolute extreme of Truth Level 2 we envision from consciousness.

Be aware, recognize or actualize/reach one level of potential, to become aware of the next potential.

Infinite, Potential, Better Way

Aware

Actualize as T1

T2 Potential.Z

T2 Potential.Y

T2 Potential.X

Aware

Actualize as T1

T2 Pot.C

T2 Pot.B

T2 Pot.A
how long will it to take to manifest a better way?

-1000 yrs -100 yrs -10 yrs? 100 yrs?

A,X,Y X,Z Z XYZ

PAST IS, HAS BEEN (WAS) PRESENT IS FUTURE IS, POSSIBLY WILL BE

T1 AS WHAT IS, OR HAS BEEN REAL, ACTUAL CAN INCLUDE ACTUALIZED T2/F2

EFFECTS CREATED

ACTUAL PRIMACY THAT EXISTS

PRIMARY KNOWLEDGE OF EXISTENCE

CURRENT WAYS OF BEING

SYNEIDESIS - PAST

±XYZ, ±ABC... ???

T1 AS WHAT CAN BE POTENTIAL FUTURE ACTUAL CAN INCLUDE T2/F2

EFFECTS NOT YET CREATED

POTENTIAL TO CHANGE ACTUAL

POWER OF CONSCIOUSNESS TO ALTER

ENVISION DIFFERENT WAYS OF BEING

SYNDERESIS - FUTURE
**PAST & FUTURE VISION - SYNEIDESIS & SYNDERESIS**

**KNOWLEDGE FROM THE PAST AS A GUIDE TO WATCH OVER THE FUTURE TO NOT REPEAT MISTAKES, TO CREATE BETTER**

**SYNEIDESIS**
- conscience as passing judgement on past acts (as opposed to synderesis)
- from syn ‘with, together’, and eidenai ‘to know’

**SYNDERESIS (SYNTERESIS)**
- conscience as a guide to future action (as opposed to syneidesis)
- from syn ‘with’, and tereein ‘to watch over’, ‘keep guard’

Note, conscience for morality in the past is knowledge, eidenai, while conscience about future actions is about watching over what will come to be. The knowledge comes from the past to guide us into the future. We live in the present/past, but work and live for the future.

“He who controls the past controls the future. He who controls the present controls the past.” – George Orwell
**Eye of Providence**

- foresight, prudent anticipation, foreknowledge
- precaution (to guard against beforehand)
- from provide, pro-vision, from pro- "ahead" + videre "to see"
- look ahead, prepare, supply, act with foresight

**Synderesis (Synteresis)**

- conscience as a guide to future action (as opposed to syneidesis)
- from syn 'with', and tereein 'to watch over'

This is about generating, manifesting, creating & becoming in time. Providence, fate, fortune & destiny is about the future. Providence is about behavior and action based on knowing what will happen through pattern recognition of knowing it will happen, from a causal relation to predict it. A precaution is to guard against. Synderesis is about our future actions. We watch over the future with knowledge of the past with which to guard ourselves. To watch and guard is also to protect. We protect ourselves, in survival, with knowledge of the past, syneidesis, to determine what future we are creating with the continuation of current actions, allowing us to change with foresight. The Eye of Providence, fate, etc., the providence of “God”, is our consciousness uncovering reality to recognize patterns of causality, and make sense of what came before, to see what will come next. The transcendental consciousness that watches over and guards us, is ourselves, if we choose to enage in this voluntary willful higher order power of consciousness. The Eye is the vision of wisdom from acquiring the light of truth and morality.
Empowering Change

Learned Helplessness - “No Change Possible” Mindset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not Empowered</th>
<th>Lazy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of care, will, motivation for the need to change</td>
<td>Apathetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results from</td>
<td>Foolish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of understanding reality</td>
<td>Misconceived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results from</td>
<td>Fooled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of knowledge of reality</td>
<td>Ignorant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possibly results from</td>
<td>Ignorant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

People don't want to learn, as they lack real Care for Truth, yet they hope to do the right thing in their ignorant state.

How do you change do to the right? You learn. Understanding of Knowledge is the Power to generate the Force that can move you to Change.

If you are not doing what needs to be done yet, or what you don't even know you are not doing right, then maybe you lack knowledge and need to learn more Truth in order to develop the motivational power to engage in the change that is required.

Free Will Choice to Care and be Empowered to Change things with Understanding (why) of Knowledge (what).

- **Situation / Event / Problem**
  - Realize/recognize reality in its current condition

- **Empowered LEVEL 1** (from facing problem)
  - **Care, Choice & Will** to change things
    - Choosing to Change and the drive to do it
      - Will and Care not enough, need Knowledge and Understanding to do Right Change.

- **Empowered LEVEL 2** (from finding solution)
  - **Will-Power & Force**
    - Actualize Right-Action (how)

- **Change**
  - See results manifest